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Microelectronics packaging architecture evolutions are driven by silicon technology advancements; new form factors, and required used models and emerging technologies. High-performance mobile computer and communication systems will require higher I/O counts, greater density, lower cost, lighter weight and improved performance in the electronic package. Symposium V, "Advanced Electronic Packaging," held November 27–30 at the 2006 MRS Fall Meeting in Boston, Massachusetts, focused on silicon technology dimension scaling and performance improvement, Pb free or "green" assembly, and system in package (SIP) technologies. The first thrust translates into reduced silicon interconnect delay budget and the integration of the mechanically weak low-k dielectrics with flip chip and wire bond packaging. The second thrust is focused on alternative solder interconnects that are Pb-free and are typically stiffer with a higher melting temperature than eutectic Pb-based solders. SIP includes stacked 3-D thin die packaging, 2-D organic flip chip multiple-chip packaging and emerging mixed 3-D silicon-to-silicon and silicon-to-package integration with through silicon vias (TSV). In SIP, silicon can use different technologies to achieve system level function with significantly improved performance at reduced cost. Thermo-Mechanical stresses caused by these three thrusts highlight the increasing challenges to improve first level interconnects yield and reliability especially for non-hermetic organic packages that have high thermal expansion mismatch with silicon. The stress propagates from die-package first level interconnects to silicon backend process and transistor performance and reliability.

The symposium explored the key thermo-mechanical failure modes and mitigating solutions associated with integration of silicon with weak interlayer dielectrics during assembly process, under bump metallurgy integrity with lead free assembly, and the impact of stress on die cracking and transistor performance in 3-D thin die stacking. The interaction of these failures with silicon and assembly materials, processes, and design features was also covered. The MRS Symposium V Call For Papers requested original papers to cover following session topics:

- Far BE Silicon Processing
- Advanced and Nano Materials
- Interconnect Reliability
- Design-Materials Interactions
- Modeling: Thermal, Mechanical and Electrical
- Wafer Level Packaging
- Advanced Packaging Technology

- Silicon-Package Interactions
- Package Reliability
- Novel Analytical Techniques
- 3-D Interconnects
- Optical and MEMS Packaging
- System in Package (SIP)
- Pb-free Solder Interconnects

The symposium is organized into seven major sessions, based on the responses received, including System in Package, Advanced Packaging, Physical Behavior in Packaging, Mechanical Behavior in Packaging, Electromigration and Thermal Behavior in Packaging, Nanotechnology in Packaging, and Thin Films and Adhesives in Packaging. Experts in the above fields were invited to give keynote presentations in each of the sessions. The symposium had a total of 54 presentations. About 50% of the presenters submitted papers for inclusion in this symposium proceedings volume. The symposium proceedings is divided into six major sections following the order of the symposium sessions with an exception of merging the "Advanced Packaging" and "Nanotechnology in Packaging" sections into a combined section titled "Advanced Packaging/Nanotechnology in Packaging."

We hope this proceedings is of value and use for you. We appreciate your valuable feedback!!!

Vasudeva P. Atluri, Ph.D.
Sujit Sharan, Ph.D.
Ching-Ping (C.P.) Wong, Ph.D.
Darrel Frear, Ph.D.
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